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are self-filling for low-suction lifts. When the steam valve is opened,
steam will then pass to one or the other of the chambers, expelling the
water by virtue of the steam pressure. As the steam fills the chamber it
encounters the increasingly large cold surface walls of the chamber, and
also a larger area of water surface, both of which cause considerable con-
densation. Then as the water is further depressed till it reaches the level
of the outlet valve, some steam escapes through the delivery valve, and
the water surface is ruffled and agitated, so that condensation of the
steam progresses so rapidly that a partial vacuum is formed, thereby
causing the ball valve in the steam head to clap over and shut off the steam.
Condensation then proceeds, and water is drawn into the pump chamber
as the vacuum is formed. Meantime the steam has been diverted to the
opposite pump chamber, and is expelling the water there, and so the action
is continuous. Snifting valves are often provided at the top of the purnp
chamber to suck in a little air on the suction stroke, and so control the pul-
sations while at the same time acting as a buffer between the steam and the
water, and thereby reducing waste condensation.
The improvements which have taken place in pulsator pumps relate to
(i) the introduction of water jets, or rose sprays, which come into operation
automatically as the outgoing water is depressed to a predetermined level,
and thereby positively initiate the rapid condensation which finishes the
delivery stroke, and causes the change-over of the steam valve. (2) The auto-
matic control of the oscillating steam valve so as to produce a certain degree
of expansive working, and also cut off the steam supply during the time that
condensation is in rapid progress. This is done either by means of a sensi-
tive auxiliary valve controlled by the fluctuation of steam pressure in the
pump chamber as soon as condensation begins, or by fitting a shuttle valve
in the steam head (instead of a simple clapper), the two ends of which are
in communication with the lower ends of the pump barrels, the effect of
which is to push the valve over immediately a drop of pressure begins towards
the termination of the expulsion stroke. (3) The application of pulsometers
to higher pumping heads by the introduction of the above refinements, com-
bined with the employment of higher steam pressure and smaller pump
chambers.
In practice, pulsometers are capable of dealing with suction heights as
great as 25 ft. when fitted with short suction pipes and dealing with cold
water, though it is safer, and a better output is obtained, with suction lifts
not exceeding 10 to 14 ft. The maximum possible total height pumped
depends upon the steam pressure, but about 100 ft. is the usual working
maximum and 150 to 170 ft. for specially designed pumps with steam
pressures of about 100 Ib. per square inch. For higher heads the lift must
be made by using several pulsometers pumping in stages.
There are two well-known empirical rules for determining the minimum
steam pressure for any given lift. One is to add from 10 to 30 Ib. per square
inch to the maximum pressure height measured in pounds—10 Ib., of course,
for low pressures (say to 20 ft.), 20 Ib. for medium pressures (say to 50 or 60

